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• USPTO & the Office of the Chief Economist

• USPTO data

• Two examples of challenges going from data to 

analysis
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The USPTO
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What are the USPTO goals?

USPTO is actively pursuing 3 goals:

1. Patent quality and timeliness

2. Trademark quality and timeliness

3. Improvement of IP policy, protection and 

enforcement domestically and globally 
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Role of the Office of the Chief 

Economist (OCE)

To support these goals

by providing USPTO with deep

statistical and analytical capabilities
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OCE Capabilities

OCE’s statistical and analytical capabilities greatly 
enhance the agency’s ability to meet its goals through:

1. Improved patent office operational efficiency

2. Better understanding of domestic and international policy 
issues and proposals

3. Improved evidence on the role and impact of IP on the 
economy in the US and abroad

4. Better engagement with stakeholders, including scholars in 
law, economics, and business
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The USPTO
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Rich with Data



Three places to get USPTO data

1. The OCE website under “research datasets” at 
https://www.uspto.gov/economics

2. PatentsView at https://www.patentsview.org

3. The USPTO open data portal and mobility 
https://www.uspto.gov/learning-and-
resources/open-data-and-mobility
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OCE research datasets
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Office Action Research Dataset for Patents

Contains information on 4.4M office actions issued 2008 thru 

July 2017:

– Data on non-final and final rejections were extracted from the text of 

office action documents

• The information was classified using both the structure of USPTO office action 

documents and natural language processing methods

– Data set contains the types of action taken on specific claims, rejection 

“sub-types”, and 3 sources to identify prior art citations found in the 

office actions
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Document frequency by action type
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Action Type
1

count percent
2

count percent
3

count percent
4

101 rejection - Subject Matter Eligibility, 

Statutory Double Patenting, Utility, etc.
374,865    12.7% 104,199    7.3% 479,064    10.9%

102 rejection - Lack of Novelty 1,386,671 46.8% 451,863    31.8% 1,838,534  41.9%

103 rejection - Obviousness 2,276,011 76.9% 1,195,329  84.0% 3,471,340  79.2%

112 rejection - Written Description, 

Indefinite Claims, etc.
1,118,364 37.8% 409,285    28.8% 1,527,649  34.8%

Double Patenting rejection (non-statutory) 355,048    12.0% 114,689    8.1% 469,737    10.7%

Objection 897,179    30.3% 280,583    19.7% 1,177,762  26.9%

Allowable claim 195,542    6.6% 118,119    8.3% 313,661    7.2%

Total 2,961,350 1,423,182  4,384,532  

Note: A single office action document may include multiple action types. Accordingly, the type categories are not mutually exclusive and the percentage 

figures represent the proportion of non-final rejection, final rejection, and all documents in the Dataset  that include the designated action type. 

3. Proportion of Final Rejection Office actions in the Dataset with designated Action Type

4. Proportion of Non-Final and Final Rejection Office actions in the Dataset with designated Action Type

CTNF: 

Non-Final Rejection

CTFR: 

Final Rejection

Non-Final & Final 

Rejections

1. Action types are not mutually exclusive

2. Proportion of Non-Final Rejection Office actions in the Dataset with designated Action Type
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PatentsView

“…thanks for making this invaluable tool freely 

available to the public. As an academic researcher I 

deeply appreciate and strongly believe that 

public access to good quality data is a powerful 

accelerator of scientific and technological progress.” 

– PatentsView user, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
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PatentsView tools
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PatentsView usage
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107K API 

queries per day

38.8M total API 

queries

204K total files 

downloaded
170 hits per day to patent 

visualization & search interface

Source: PatentsView user statistics for 2018



USPTO open data and mobility
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The USPTO
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Data to Analysis



Policy example 1

• Specific policy objective

– 2018 Congressional SUCCESS Act

– To promote diversity and inclusiveness in the 

population of U.S. patent inventors

– To describe the nature and trends in patenting among 

female inventors
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The challenges of data: example 1

• Nature of data

– USPTO does not collect information on gender, race, 

ethnicity or veteran status from inventors

– USPTO collects data related to pre and post-grant 

operational needs
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The challenges of data: example 1

• Must use the data to develop metrics that can be 

interpreted for policy objectives

• Must infer gender of an inventor based on 

available data

• New USPTO report ,“Progress and Potential: A 

profile of women inventors on U.S. patents” 

https://www.uspto.gov/sites/default/files/docume

nts/Progress-and-Potential.pdf
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https://www.uspto.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Progress-and-Potential.pdf


Forty-year trends of women in U.S. patenting
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Policy example 2

• Specific policy objective

– The 2011 Leahy-Smith America Invents Act established the 

requirement for USPTO to set up regional offices

– To expand engagement and outreach to current and 

potential USPTO patent and trademark customers

– To descriptively identify and characterize USPTO customers
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What’s happening in these 

regions?

1. How many innovators are there in the regions?

2. How many patent and trademark applicants, 

owners (TM registrants) are there in the regions?

3. Are these innovators and filers large or small 

companies, start-ups, or individuals?

4. What are the total fees in a particular year USPTO 

collects from these entities?
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To answer these questions:

we need to uniquely identify the 

inventors and owners on patents and 

trademarks
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The challenges of data: example 2

• Nature of data

– USPTO does not typically engage directly with the 

owners of patents and trademarks, but with attorneys 

and agents

• USPTO has information on owners by the time of allowance 

and registration

– Attorneys, agents and consolidators (almost always) 

pay USPTO fees on behalf of owners
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Who is the patent owner?
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How can we solve this problem?
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PatentsView “disambiguates” 

names

A sophisticated computer algorithm 

creates unique IDs so patents can be 

accurately grouped by inventor, owner, 

and location
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Concluding thoughts:

The value of data is context specific

• Specific objectives determine the nature and 

value of any data

• Why do we want the data?

– To describe

– To make better predictions

– To make better judgements

– To understand cause and effect
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Concluding thoughts: 

The nature of data is context specific

• Must always ask the basic questions of any 

dataset or data source:

– What data were collected?

– Why were these data collected?

– How were these data collected?

– When were these data collected?

– Where were these data collected?
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Concluding thoughts: Caveat 

Emptor

• “the principle that the buyer alone is 

responsible for checking the quality and 

suitability of goods before a purchase is made”

• The best scholars treat data with care and 

caution. They know the origin, meaning and 

legitimate uses of the data.
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